2021-2022 CASCL Board Meeting #2
9/26/21 - 8:00 P.M.
Present: Kiana, Sofia, Michaela, Jordan, Gil, John, Kevin, Lauren
1.) Updates
A. Sofia
a. Form for SCRAM registration will be sent tomorrow (waiting on code of
conduct), state convention is in-person, That’s Entertainment at SCRAM, but
virtual ludi and scram
B. Kiana
a. Transitioning all the membership info and forms for this year into the
current folder, making sure the membership list is updated
C. Michaela
a. Gained access to the CASCL Google Drive, uploading minutes to that
D. Lauren
a. Has been tinkering with the idea of a speaker series to raise awareness for
SCL and increase involvement in SCL and JCL
E. Gil
a. Updated the websites with the Constitution and Minutes, did Meet the
Officer posts on Instagram
F. Kevin
a. Has been taking a look at the Constitution. There are definitely a few things
we might be able to fix this year to either fix grammatical errors or make
things more streamlined
b. Could circulate a draft with all amendments by our next meeting.
G. Jordan
a. Nationals is planning to be in-person currently
H. Jon
a. Making sure our SCL mixer is on the schedule, working on timeline of
registration, let him know if interested in working on a national committee
2.) SCRAM and Ludi Registration
A. Sofia
a. Officer mixers, video, anything to hype people up for SCRAM and Ludi
b. Need people to register for SCRAM (held on Oct. 30) and Ludi (held on
Nov. 6) on time
i.
Social media hype
ii.
Emails

c. Has emailed about Ludi
i.
More info by the end of this week most likely
ii.
We need to help with Open Certamen
3.) Mixer Activities
A. Online games
B. Gift cards for Halloween Costume Contest
C. Kahoot
a. Same Kahoot from before
b. Gift cards as prizes

